I. Introduction
A SHOCK/BOUNDARY-LAYER interaction (SBLI) flow control technique proposed recently is to distribute an array of micro vortex generators (MVGs), whose height is less than the boundary layer thickness, ahead of the region with adverse flow conditions. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] These MVGs are thought to function similarly to conventional vortex generators in energizing the boundary layer via entrainment of the freestream flow by trailing vortices. The main difference between MVGs and conventional vortex generators is that the former produces less drag. MVGs have apparently been deployed in practice and appear to be beneficial under certain circumstances, such as the low-speed performance of large transport aircraft 19 and proposed for potential application in supersonic inlets 13 and cabin noise reduction. 20 One form of MVG is a wedge-shaped ramp at a shallow angle, as depicted in Fig. 1 .
Initial studies were conducted at low speeds and then extended to supersonic flows where the interest lies primarily in reducing or eliminating the separation zone of strong SBLIs. These high-speed studies generally were conducted with an impinging shock due to its relevance in inlets.
While there is evidence of the benefits of MVGs, the underlying physical mechanisms as to how they affect the boundary layer and especially separated SBLIs remains a topic of ongoing research. It appears that some of the ideas regarding the flow past an MVG are derived from observations of conventional vortex generators at low speeds. Thus, the belief is that the flow past an MVG possesses a horseshoe vortex wrapping around 8 the leading edge of the MVG and trailing off the leading-edge tips. In general, horseshoe vortices are expected in boundary layer flows past a surface-mounted protuberance, even in supersonic speeds. 21 While multiple separation zones are formed if the object is bluff, the streamlined MVG protuberance is expected to produce only a single separation zone off its leading edge, as is evidently so. Also, the horseshoe vortex is expected to be weak and, in fact, it has not been properly observed experimentally or numerically except via the telltale evidence from surface flow visualization. Figure 2 is a schematic of the existing model of the flow past an MVG. Beside the horseshoe vortex, a pair of primary and two pairs of secondary trailing vortices are thought to exist. It can be noted that Herges et al. 11 identified only a pair of secondary trailing vortices. Babinsky and co-workers, 3, 5, 8 from surface flow visualization, and Lee et al.,
16 from large eddy simulations, suggested that the pair of counter-rotating (primary) vortices trails downstream of an MVG. The experiments indicated a small separation zone ahead of the compression zone which creates a weak horseshoe vortex on either side of a region devoid of pigment where a herringbone pattern can be seen. This herringbone pattern, as observed in other three-dimensional flows, is considered to be the result of open separation. 22 This open separation zone consists of the large (primary) trailing vortex on each side of the MVG, counter-rotating with respect to each other, the direction of which is indicated in Fig. 2 . noted that the herringbone pattern and two bright lines fade about two MVG lengths downstream. They suggested that this is due to the primary trailing vortices lifting off the surface from their mutual upwash, a notion also proposed by Herges et al. 11 Other than the primary trailing vortex pair, Babinsky and coworkers found two further pairs of trailing vortices, a pair shed from the top of the MVG and another from the junction between the slant sides of the MVG and the floor. Finally, Babinsky et al. 8 suggested that there is a small separation around the trailing edge of the ramp although this statement appears incomplete without being properly identified.
Blinde et al., 14 through detailed stereoscopic particle image velocimetry, proposed a model shown in Fig. 3 . The schematic shows hairpin vortices streaming downstream from each MVG. A highspeed region exists between the streaming hairpin vortices. These observations appear to confirm the observation by Babinsky et 
II. Experiment

A. Facility and Test Hardware
For brevity, only a summary of the experiments is provided with details available in [23] . The experiments were performed in a blowdown wind tunnel at a Mach number of 2.47 ± 0.005. The tunnel operation was controlled by a host computer which opened the control valve to reach steady-state pressure conditions in about 2-3 s. 24 The total pressure was kept at 200 ± 6 kPa (29 ± 0.9 psia). The duration of the flow visualization experiments was less than 10 s long which resulted in a total temperature drop of only 1-2 K. Thus, despite the blowdown nature of the tunnel, the temperature can be considered to be steady for the present experiments. With the relatively steady total pressure and temperature, the unit Reynolds number can also be considered to be steady at 43 million per m. 25 over which a boundary layer was developed naturally as shown schematically in Fig. 4 . The flat plate was made in layers supported by a sharp-tipped rail on each side. The top layer which formed the test surface was made of a number of small, thin plates. These plates butt tightly against each other to form a continuous, flat surface. This modular design allowed for quick configuration changes. A cavity below the top surface allowed pressure tubing, transducer wiring and other elements to be placed. The wiring and tubing were channeled to the rear, either from the side of the test section or from the side of the diffuser, to outside the wind tunnel. A bottom cover encases the cavity.
An MVG array was mounted with the leading edge located 272 mm (10.7 in.) downstream of the leading edge of the flat plate. Figure 5 shows the array of five MVGs. Each MVG was 12.95 mm (0.51 in.) long and 1.57 mm (0.062 in.) high. The front of the MVG was 11.7 mm (0.46 in.) wide. The center-to-center spacing between the MVGs was 30.5 mm (1.2 in.). Two styles of MVGs were fabricated based on the designs from [18] , with the trailing edge angle of either 45 or 70 deg, these being subsequently called MVG45 and MVG70 respectively.
B. Diagnostics
The diagnostics consisted of surface flow visualization, described in detail in [26] , in which bands of fluorescent mixture were painted along the surface of the plate ahead of the area of interest. A mixture of kerosene and fluorescent chalk with a small quantity of silicone oil was found to be suitable. Two recording techniques were used: a high-definition camcorder (Canon Vixia HF S10) and a high-resolution DSLR (Nikon D300S). As shown in Fig. 4 , "blacklight" tubes (Utilitech Model Gu9721P-T8-BKI) were placed on either side of the test section to illuminate the mixture without turning off the ambient fluorescent lighting. The digital images (still or video) were processed as necessary to reveal small or obscure features.
III. Computations
A high-order large eddy simulation was previously reported and is only briefly outlined here. 17, 18 The conservation equations were solved in nondimensional form with a fifth-order WENO scheme for the convective terms. Adiabatic, zero normal pressure gradient and no slip conditions were applied on the wall.
A. Governing Equations and Discretization
The governing equations are the non-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations in conservative form written in Cartesian coordinates. A fifth-order WENO scheme was used to discretize the convective terms.
27 A fourth-order central difference scheme was used to discretize the second-order transport terms. Temporal discretization was an explicit, third-order TVD-type Runge-Kutta scheme. 28 Adiabatic, zero normal pressure gradient and non-slip conditions were used on solid surfaces. Only the leading shock from the MVG will reach the upper boundary. This shock is weakened by the expansion waves from the trailing edge of the MVG so that no visible reflections are observed. Even if there were reflections, these will exit the domain without impinging on the boundary layer. The outflow boundary conditions were specified as a type of characteristic-based condition which can handle the outgoing flow without reflection. 18 The inflow conditions were generated by first inputting a turbulent mean profile for the streamwise velocity, scaled to the local displacement thickness and the freestream velocity. The pressure in the inflow plane was constant and was the freestream value. The temperature profile was obtained using the Walz equation relating velocity and temperature for an adiabatic wall, with a recovery factor of 0.85.
Boundary Conditions
29
Random fluctuations were added on the primitive variables, that is, u, v, w, p, ρ. Such inflow conditions are, of course, not the exact solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. However, the flow solver will adjust and modulate the flow into a weakly turbulent one as it propagates downstream.
Code Validation
The code was validated against an asymptotic solution to the Mach 4 flow past a semicircular body. Pressure distributions were oscillation free and the convergence was achieved with a six orders in the decrease of the residuals. The code was also validated by yawing the semicircular body to produce a three-dimensional flow.
Grid Generation
Body-fitted grids were used to preserve the geometry and to reduce numerical errors in using the fifthorder WENO scheme. The MVG geometry with a trailing edge inclined at 45 deg is shown in Fig. 6 . Another MVG configuration, with the same height, had the trailing edge inclined at 70 deg. A total of n span × n normal × n stream = 128 × 192 × 1 600 = 32 321 000 grids were used. Details of grid generation can be found in [18] . To fully appreciate the complex flow topology arising from such an apparently simple geometry requires complementary high resolution experiments and computations. Figure 7 shows the surface oil flow pattern from the experiment and the top view of the surface streamlines from the computations. In the terminology of three-dimensional flows 22, [30] [31] [32] there is a closed separation at the leading edge of the MVG. The separation bubble is smaller in the experimental result than in the computational one which can be attributed to the lower Reynolds number of the latter. Note that the presence of separation, also observed by Babinsky et al. 8 at Mach 2.5, is below the incipient threshold of about 16 deg as reported in a number of data compilations. [33] [34] [35] (See also Herges et al.
IV. Results and Discussion
A. Surface Flow at the MVG Leading Edge
11 whose results showed a similar feature at Mach 1.4.) The leading-edge separation was apparently not resolved in earlier numerical simulations 6 nor reported in various experimental and numerical investigations. An obvious reason for separation induced by the small leading edge angle is that the effective Mach number is lower due to the MVG being submerged in the boundary layer. The extent of the separation in the numerical result is larger than that of the experiment. This can be attributed to the lower Reynolds number of the former. Unlike protuberances whose heights extend outside of the boundary layer, classified as producing a noninfinite SBLI, 36 which produces multiple separation zones, the interaction induced by an MVG is weak indeed.
The three-dimensional attachment line must curve and intersect the leading-edge tips to ensure that the velocity gradient remains finite. The reattachment line then continues downstream on the flat plate. Topologically, a focus and saddle pair must occur. These features are visible in Fig. 8 which shows a node of attachment at the centerline. A pair of focal nodes and saddles can be seen on the attachment line emanating on either side of this node. Tobak and Peake 30 calls the dividing surface from the focus a "horn-type." These features are not visible in any flow visualizations thus far.
B. Surface Flow at the MVG Side
Some other details can be seen in the combined visualizations from different viewing angles, see Figs. 8 and 9. Numerical simulations of the surface streamlines over the MVG show that they spill over the slant edges.
(For an analogous flow of separation from a chevron-shaped backward-facing step, see [37] . In contrast, the figure of the experimental result does not show the herringbone feature clearly; this is also not clearly visible in [8, 11] . The surface flow spillage past the slant edges is clearly seen, however, in video recordings. 26 Further, instead of a herringbone pattern, the experimental visualization shows a dark region hugging the corner of the MVG and the flat plate. This indicates that the pigment in this region is scoured away by high shear forces that reinforces the notion of an open, three-dimensional separation from the numerical simulations. [30] [31] [32] This is unlike the closed separation at the leading edge of the MVG. Moreover, the slant edges in the experimental visualization are outlined by a bright fringe which, obviously, cannot be seen in the numerical simulation. The bright line, upon further investigation, is found to be due to an accumulation of the pigment that is indicative of attachment.
38 This is elaborated next. To further investigate the bright lines at the slant edges seen in Fig. 7 , the side view of the experimental visualization in Fig. 9 shows that there are in fact two bright bands, one off the top of the MVG and the other at the junction between the MVG and the flat plate. Using these features as guidance for interpreting the numerical simulations, it can be seen that the latter also reveals the same extremely thin separation and attachment zones off the MVG top and at the MVG junction with the flat surface. The numerical visualization, moreover, shows that the herringbone pattern extends up the side of the MVG, a telltale sign of the large vortex spiraling downstream associated with open separation. Further, the regularity of the herringbone pattern breaks down toward the rear of the MVG. This breakdown reveals further complexities in the surface flow in that region.
C. Surface Flow at the MVG Rear
The surface flow at the rear of the MVG is now examined in detail. The view from the back looking upstream is shown in Fig. 10 . The experimental visualization shows a bright smear on either side of the trailing edge. More details are revealed in the numerical visualization which shows that the surface streamlines converge on a pair of spiral foci, one on each side as previously reported in [17, 18] . These point singularities, known as foci, require that the surface streamlines lift off the surface, [30] [31] [32] which have consequences in interpreting the downstream flow. These small but significant features are difficult to visualize experimentally due to added complications in that the flow in this region is unsteady. The unsteadiness can be deduced from the experimental visualization presented in Fig. 10 as a smearing of the two bright features and is even more obvious in video recordings. Through nonlinear filtering, 26 the original experimental surface visualization was enhanced and one of the images is shown in Fig. 11 , side-by-side with the numerical visualization. The enhanced experimental image shows the two foci clearly as an accumulation of pigment.
Tobak and Peake 30 state that "the focus invariably appears on the surface in company with a saddle point." To further quote Tobak and Peake:
"Together they [that is, the focus and saddle point combination] allow a particular form of global flow separation. One leg of the (global) line of separation emanating from the saddle point winds into the focus to form the continuous curve on the surface from which the dividing surface stems. The focus on the wall extends into the fluid as a concentrated vortex filament, while the dividing surface rolls up with the same sense of rotation as the vortex filament."
The numerical visualization affirms the above statements by revealing a saddle in coexistence with a focus. One can also deduce that a vortex filament emanates from a focus with a dividing (separation) surface wrapped around it. Returning to Fig. 10 , the numerical visualization reveals a total of two spiral foci near the rear of each side of the MVG 39 although no attempt was made to capture this spiral experimentally. In addition, the experimental visualization in Fig. 7 shows a pair of bright lines trailing and eventually disappearing downstream at about two MVG ramp lengths. This is also observed by Babinsky et al. 8 and Herges et al.
11 both of whom suggested that the disappearance is associated with the primary vortices lifting off the surface as a result of mutual upwash between these vortices. However, this premise may be incomplete as such a liftoff has to be rapid for the sudden disappearance. In other studies on the wakes of protuberances, 21 the trailing vortices were found leave a signature for a long distance downstream that is inconsistent with the vortices lifting off the surface. Thus, the proposed mechanism for such a rapid liftoff due to the mutual interaction of the two trailing primary vortices may be insufficient. Further, with the evidence from Blinde et al.
14 of a train of hairpin vortices, it appears that a possible mechanism may be the breakdown of the primary trailing vortex pair. The numerical visualization does not show a disappearance of the two bright lines but only shows a necking down of the separation lines followed by a subsequent divergence. More discussion of this can be found in [40] as the present paper focuses on the complex nearfield topology.
D. Off-Surface Topological Features
Surface flow visualization, supplemented by lightsheet visualization, surface pressure measurements and Pitot surveys, has been successful in constructing complex, three-dimensional flowfields. Examples of success includes the flow over the leeside of delta wings, 41 supersonic corner flows 42 and three-dimensional shock/boundary layer interactions. 36 While purely experimental approaches have met with success, there is also presentation of joint experimental and numerical studies for educing flow physics. One area where such a joint study can benefit due to complementary capabilities is in visualization.
In the present study, numerical visualizations of some near-surface streamlines are shown in Fig. 12 . The figure clearly shows that the incoming, parallel streamlines are deflected downward and outward past the slant edge of the MVG. The streamlines then rotate downward and are deflected inward to satisfy the solid boundary condition of the flat surface and the high dynamic pressure above. This flow pattern is consistent with the herringbone pattern seen in the numerical surface streamlines and in the experimental surface flow visualizations (Fig. 7) .
A common method for visualizing vortex structures in numerical simulations is to plot iso-surfaces of λ 2 , which is the second eigenvalue of the 3 × 3 matrix comprised of the velocity gradient, 43 that is,
where Figure 13 shows iso-surfaces of λ 2 using a small negative value for visualization. This figure shows thin strips at the top and bottom edges of the MVG to be vortices. An additional vortex tube emanates from the spiral point, partly obscured by the vortex streaming from the lower edge of the MVG. At the present moment, the vortex filaments from the MVG side or associated with the leading-edge attachment are not visualized. 
E. Topological Model
The topology around the MVG which is consistent with topological rules 30 can now be completed. It should be noted that these rules usually cannot predict the types of singularities that can occur in a flowfield but that they can be very effective in interpreting topological features. Figure 14 shows the incoming surface streamlines stagnating ahead of the MVG giving rise to a saddle point of separation N S , bifurcating into a global separation line S H where the subscript H denotes "horseshoe." Topologically, there must be either a saddle or a nodal point of attachment. The presence of the horseshoe vortex requires the choice of a nodal point of attachment where the surface streamlines converge toward it (see Fig. 5 (a) of [30] ). The nodal point of attachment is shown in Fig. 14 as N A which is the convergence of the reattachment line A H . This terminology also makes it clear that N S is a saddle point-if it was a node, the surface streamlines must converge to it as is evidently not the case.
The surface streamlines in the separation zone point upstream toward S H . To ensure that velocity gradients remain finite, the surface streamlines leave the top of the MVG such that the attachment line must curve to terminate at the leading-edge tips. The attachment line then continues on the flat surface. The separation zone between S H and A H that develops along the sides of the obstacle is commonly called a horseshoe vortex. However, the vortex filament V F that emanates from the node/saddle combination on either side of the attachment node has not been visualized and is thus indicated in Fig. 14 .
The primary vortex V P is formed by flow leaving the top of the MVG. In other words, the swept trailing edges of the MVG form a separation line. The attachment line of the primary vortex is due to an impinging jet flow constrained by the high dynamic pressure on the MVG side and top to swirl inward. This inward swirling flow gives rise to the herringbone pattern in surface visualizations. The confluence of the primary vortex and the two secondary vortices yields a complicated topology toward the trailing edge of the MVG that is clearly evident in the numerical visualization of Figs. 10 and 11 .
In general, the number of secondary vortices that can emanate from tip of the MVG is unspecified and depends on the geometry. The degenerate case of no separation can happen in the limiting situation of an infinitely small MVG where one can imagine that the flow remains attached. The case with one open separation, that is, one secondary vortex, is possible for a smoothly shaped MVG bump, where the flow again spills off the top but now encounters a sharp change in topography between the MVG and the flat plate. In the present case where the MVG has flat sides, the flow spills off the top but the finite velocity gradient now requires an open separation on top and another at the corner of the MVG and flat plate. One can imagine more complicated possibilities for MVG configurations with higher-order polygonal cross-sections. The vortices identified here are known as the primary vortex V P due to the flow spillage of the MVG top and the two secondary vortices V S1 and V S2 to satisfy the finite velocity gradient conditions. These are shown in Fig. 14 together with their associated separation and attachment lines. Other topological features at the rear of the MVG will be described next.
As stated above, the occurrence of a spiral is invariably associated with a saddle point. A close examination of the numerical visualization in Fig. 10 shows that the surface streamlines on the trailing edge and near the top are directed downward from the top and upward from the bottom. This is counter to the surface flow pattern due to the vortex filament at the top of the MVG slide. Therefore, a particular line must exist between these two regions that act as barriers. Tobak and Peake 30 citing Lighthill, 44 showed adjacent nodal points associated with a particular line. In Lighthill's example, these are attachment nodes whereas in the present example, the nodes are separation ones.
Returning to Fig. 14 , the complete topology of the flow past an MVG in supersonic flow can now be presented together with the associated singularities. These are:
• A weak horseshoe vortex that wrap around the MVG due to leading-edge separation; one saddle point of separation + one nodal point of attachment + a pair of saddle/node (spiral) (dividing surface or vortex filament postulated but not seen), a global separation and global reattachment line
• A pair of large primary vortices shed off the sides of the MVG; a local separation and local reattachment line
• Two pairs of secondary vortices on each side of the MVG, emanating from the MVG tip, to satisfy dynamic boundary conditions
• One pair of saddle/node at the leading edge attachment line, shown as filled circles in Fig. 14 • At least one pair of saddle/node (spiral) on the flat plate and another pair of saddle/node (spiral) on the MVG side with limited evidence of vortex filaments. These saddle/node pairs are shown as filled circles in Fig. 14.
F. Symmetry Breaking
The convergence of the primary and secondary trailing vortices from both sides of the MVG does not result in a single singularity at the rear of the trailing edge that is a theoretical possibility. Instead, two singular focal points are clearly visible and they are unsteady, as evident from experimental observations. The unsteadiness arise from symmetry breaking conditions. [45] [46] [47] [48] As pointed out by Bridges, 48 amplification of tip disturbances can create an asymmetric wake. In the present flow, disturbances arise from the turbulent field and, therefore, the likelihood of asymmetry from this cause.
V. Conclusions
A detailed experimental and computational study of the topology of a wedge-shaped, tetrahedron micro vortex generator with a flat leading edge was performed using innovative surface flow visualization techniques and high-order large eddy simulation. The micro vortex generator was placed on a flat plate over which was developed a turbulent boundary layer at Mach 2.5. The study showed the presence of a leading-edge separation below the incipient separation threshold. The leading-edge separation is channeled around the tips of the micro vortex generator to form a weak horseshoe vortex. In addition, the geometry of the micro vortex generator spawned a complex topology consisting of a primary vortex pair and a number actual and postulated vortex filaments. The unsteadiness of the flow caused symmetry breaking to occur at the trailing edge of the micro vortex generator.
